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The worm turns 
• As we’d long predicted, dairy prices have lifted at the latest auction overnight, setting the stage for 

further gains despite a bit of churn in the WMP product mix 

 

• The fundamentals underpinning our forecast haven’t changed, with global supply still ultra-tight 

 

• Another milk price north of the $9 mark looms 

Prices for most dairy products 

have lifted at the latest GDT 

auction overnight, driving the 

overall index to a 1.4% gain. The 

WMP price indices eased by 0.3%, 

but that looks to have been a 

function of a shifting product mix 

below the surface with an 

increased volume of WMP on 

offer pushing prices lower. 

Weighted average WMP prices 

actually lifted, with regular grade 

WMP prices increasing across all 

contract tenors (see our first 

graph below). 

We’ve long expected prices to head higher over the NZ winter, hence our ‘don’t panic’ mantra over recent auctions. 

While COVID restrictions have dented Chinese demand over recent auctions, at least some of the price declines have 

been driven by a temporary glut of milk powder on the market as producers have flexed production away from more 

perishable fresh milk. The GDT contract curve has consistently held to a firm upward slope in a sign normal service 

would eventually resume, with buyers keen to secure product beyond the immediate future. 

What’s more, extremely tight global supply and poor production growth remain the dominant feature of global 

dairy markets. Given dairy demand has a degree of inelasticity, ultimately there is a limit to how far prices can fall in 

that sort of environment. In a further boon for prices, there are now tentatively positive signs that China may have got 

its outbreak under control, which should see a return to the party for the region. And this auction shows there are 

ASB Fonterra ASB Fonterra

Milk Price* $9.50 $9.10-$9.50 $9.20 $8.25-$9.75

* per kg of milk solids (excluding dividend).  

2021/22 2022/23

Stream Product

% change in 

index since 

last event

Annual % 

change in 

index

Weighted 

Average 

Price US$/MT

Whole Milk Powder (WMP) -0.3% -5.2% 3,866

Skim Milk Powder (SMP) 3.0% 23.7% 3,773

Anhydrous Milk Fat (AMF) 2.7% 9.2% 6,668

Butter 5.6% 30.3% 5,868

Butter Milk Powder (BMP) 4.5% 0.0% 3,654

Cheese Cheddar -3.6% 30.4% 5,487

GDT Price Index 1.4% 6.4% n.a.
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plenty of buyers outside the ‘North Asia’ region eager to 

pick up product. 

We remain bullish on the price outlook. The GDT 

contract curve has flattened out around the 

USD$4,200/MT mark in a sign that prices are 

maintaining momentum well into the latter half of the 

season (see our second graph below). Fundamentally, 

we just can’t see prices correcting in any substantial 

way until global supply is in a better position, and the 

signals here are mixed.  

From an NZ perspective, pasture growth has started to 

tick up after a run of better weather, but pasture 

growth is still below required levels as we move through 

winter. The SOI, our favoured climate indicator, does 

point to better pasture growing conditions this season, 

but its record has been mixed lately (see our third graph 

below) and the starting point for the new season is not 

great. Offshore, northern hemisphere milk inventories 

ended Q1 in a sorry state, and the anecdotal evidence we 

are hearing suggests higher input costs continue to 

seriously crimp output accordingly. 

The NZD has started to tick up, but we anticipate 

Fonterra has got through a fair chunk of its hedging 

already. NZD has put on nearly 2 cents since the last GDT 

auction, but it’s still only trading near 0.6500 – well 

below where we would typically expect in an 

environment where dairy prices are this high. And of 

course, Fonterra will be getting close to 60% hedged for 

the season ahead. So don’t worry too much about the 

exchange rate either – production factors are the big 

variable to watch here. 

Another milk price north of $9 looms, and we retain our 

$9.20 per kgms forecast for 2022/23. In contrast to 

some forecasters, we actually see a degree of upside risk 

to this estimate. While prices will move cyclically lower 

at some stage, we don’t expect to see things fall away 

at any significant clip until at least the back end of the 

season.  
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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